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Public Health The clinical intersection of pain and addiction is not adequately addressed in undergraduate, postgraduate, or continuing
1
Relevance medical education . Misuse of controlled substances is often unanticipated and has implications for the individual, family, and
of the Topic community. The physician must understand an integrated long term approach to fully address the topic of pain and addiction.
Evidence also suggest that physician concern or uncertainty regarding addiction issues may lead to under treatment of pain.
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Physicians are not and cannot be trained to address every
current and future public health challenge. The medical
education community needs a valid, scalable, and reliable
means to rapidly develop curricula to address skills deficits.

We have created and tested a protocol for an
Internet chat-based remote SP experience to
assess mastery of clinical skills.

In a six month period, we produced a novel a
framework for an online skills training
curriculum utilizing remote Internet-chat based
Standardized Patients that would teach patient
interaction and assessment skills. These skills
could address the public health challenges of
treating pain with an awareness of the risk of
substance addiction or misuse.

Background
The Internet and Medical Education: The Internet has
revolutionized and altered many activities, from buying
products, to obtaining news, to advertising, to connecting with
friends. Surprisingly, the Internet has had less impact thus far
on medical education beyond the posting of Powerpoint slides
[with or without testing], podcasts, and synced presentations
including combinations of slides, voice, video and text. Online
learning can incorporate pre/post tests, case scenarios, and
interactive questions; however a demonstrable effect on
clinical skills and patient outcomes is minimal.
Skills Training and Medical Education: Medical education is
changing rapidly to a more integrated, problem-oriented,
clinically-relevant, collaborative-learning approach. Objective
Structured Clinical Examinations using Standardized Patients
(SPs) are arguably the gold standard for assessing clinical skills.
The Step 2 (CS) US Medical Licensure Exam (USMLE), now
uses both live and telephone patient encounters that require
students to demonstrate true clinical skill – not just the ability
to choose the best answer. However, it is a recent innovation
to incorporate use of SPs into training for professionals.

Approach
We sought to develop a framework for an online
curriculum that:
Altered clinical skills via SPs and cases
●
Captured the potential of the Internet to
engage, connect, and communicate,
●
Arose from from literature-based evidence,
best practice guidelines, target audience needs
analysis, and expert opinion,
●
Effected knowledge, attitude, confidence, and
intended behavior, and,
●
Was easily available and timely.
●

We used a modified Dephi approach and
Internet-based tools to gather input from a wide
range of consultant experts and reach consensus.

Future
Work

Implications
Similar approaches can develop teletraining
solutions for a wide range of public health
problems. Online teletraining of physicians has
the potential to address novel and serious public
health challenges via rapid and wide
dissemination of curricula that effect clinical
skills development.
The website will feature a series of SPs on topics
related to pain & addiction.
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